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EDI Group Overview
 Aquila Board has adopted a set of EDI
principles which include taking actions to
promote equality for all staff and embed
strong EDI values within the
organisational culture
 EDI covers all forms of diversity including
but not limited to: age, disability, gender
reassignment, marriage and civil
partnership, pregnancy and maternity,
race, religion or belief, sex, sexual
orientation, and flexible working hours
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Vision Statement

“At Aquila, our greatest strength is you.
You help us build a culture where everyone
feels included, harness the power of diversity at all
levels and keep fairness at the heart of what we do.”
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The Aquila EDI Group – Purpose and scope
 Drive the EDI agenda across subsidiaries including by developing
frameworks and raising awareness for the implementation of a range of
initiatives to foster a culture of equality, diversity and inclusion at Aquila and
to provide a voice for staff at Group Board level
 The scope of the EDI Group includes:
 To work and develop initiatives across the whole of the Aquila Group
 To develop and make recommendations on appropriate initiatives for approval from each
subsidiary within the Group

 Initial scope will be establishing Aquila’s current position and develop
initiatives to improve it. The scope is not however solely restricted to setting
and achieving targets or fulfilling commitments and will also include activities
to capture experiences of staff and to foster a more diverse, equal and
inclusive working culture
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Our key objectives
 Implement activities to improve workforce equality and
diversity
 Identify and develop a range of initiatives to foster a more
inclusive working environment
 Help to develop Aquila as an attractive employer (for current
and future employees)
 Support the development of collaborative working with staff
from across Aquila
 Provide voice and representation at Group Board
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Policy updates
Cassidy Curls
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What we're doing
• Review our group EDI policy
• Review other policies and benefits to ensure they are fit
for purpose
• Gather key EDI data to report to staff
• Review data collected, set targets and monitor data
against targets
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Data collected to date
Completion of personal data forms:
• Oaks 14/16
• ATFS 7/7
• Altair 42/49
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Employee survey analysis & actions
EDI Group
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Context
• We did the survey to understand the baseline, map the as-is position and
seek views and comments from staff across the group
• We asked questions to specifically understand each strand of ED&I
• The ED&I group will use this data to target appropriate strategies and
develop an action plan
• The data presented here is the first set
• We will run the questions or variations of the questions again to track
progress
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Engagement Levels
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Engagement Levels
Aquila – 100%
Altair – 74%
Oaks – 80%
ATFS – 100%
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Equality
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Equality
• We asked: Do you think you
are treated equally within your
working environment?
• 58% of staff feel that they
are treated equally always
• Identified that 3.5% of
responses occasionally feel
that they are treated equally

What we're doing
• Filming a presentation
about the Equal
Opportunities Act and
what this means in the
workplace
• Launching a mentoring
scheme - to bring
colleagues closer and
share experiences
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Inclusion
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Inclusion
• We asked: Do you feel
included within your working
environment?
• More than 85% feel
included always or very
frequently
• This identified that 12% of
those who responded
occasionally feel included
in the working environment
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What we're doing
• Created a guide for managers
to create Wellness Action Plans
– to support the well-being of
colleagues WFH and reduce
isolation
• Producing a glossary of key
terminologies for minority
groups, most at risk of feeling
excluded - to raise awareness of
appropriate, inclusive language
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Diversity
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Diversity
• We asked that the
following statement be
assessed: “We as an
organisation represent the
diversity seen in society”
• Mixed response
• 42% of respondents
strongly agree or
somewhat agree
• 32% somewhat disagree
or strongly disagree
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Diversity within society
• Map shows percentage of
Ethnic Minority population by
region

4.3%

10.4%
9.2%

• London and West Midlands
(location of Altair and Oaks
office) with highest Ethnic
Minority population

10.2%
8.7%

16.5%

36.8%

• Ethnic data for Aquila group
staff limited at moment

4.3%

8.7%

What we're doing
• Improving our process
for collating and
reviewing recruitment data - to
proactively consider if we
attract a diverse candidatepool
• Reviewing our language and
imagery – to ensure we reflect
and attract the diversity seen in
society
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Awareness of Aquila EDI Policy
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Awareness of Aquila EDI policy
• We asked: Are you aware that
Aquila has an Equality, Diversity and
Inclusion (EDI) policy?
• 73% of respondents aware of
policy
• Comments from staff that EDI is
more than just policies and
procedures
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What we're doing
• Announced the launch of the EDI
Group and our Terms of Reference
• Updated the subsidiary boards
• Team updates held within
subsidiaries by EDI leads
• Providing regular updates via Teams
and group-wide webinars
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Talking about EDI
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Comfortable about discussing EDI
•

We asked: Do you feel
comfortable talking about
Equality, Diversity & Inclusion
within your place of work?

•

68% of staff feel comfortable
talking about EDI all the time or
very frequently

•

c. 3% of staff rarely or very
rarely feel comfortable
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What we're doing

• Speaking to colleagues
and partners about
launching a series of
Lunch & Learns – to create
a relaxed forum for
learning and discussion
• This will be a key part of
the wider change strategy
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Raising an issue with your manager
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Raise an issue about discrimination
• We asked: How likely are you to
speak to your manager or a
colleague if you needed to raise an
issue about discrimination in the
workplace?
• 28% are somewhat likely to raise
an issue about discrimination
• c. 3% are neither likely nor unlikely
to raise an issue

What we're doing
• Reviewing our policies and
procedures – to support
colleagues/ managers with
identifying and flagging
discrimination in the
workplace
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Comments
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Key themes
Overall:
• Responses around Aquila’s current progress varied. Aquila has a positive
and strong approach to EDI but it is not yet innate enough to our culture. We
are on the journey to improve this.
• We will not be able to cover it all internally. External support from experts in
this field was welcomed.
• Important to have genuine and not tokenistic commitments.
• What we do in the sector and what we do internally differs. i.e. “we should
practice internally what we preach to our clients”.

Key themes
Unconscious Bias:
• Staff welcome external training on these issues.
• No robust systems to protect against unconscious bias in areas such as who get
selected for projects, pay rises etc.
Recruitment:
• Recruitment process currently doesn’t attract a wide enough demographic.
Recruitment plays a role in improving diversity statistics. Opportunity to address this
future recruitment processes.
• Diverse at junior levels, but not at the senior level and leadership. This needs to be
addressed over the medium term succession strategy.

What we're doing
• EDI Group represents a longterm commitment and drive to
good practice
• Analysis of external expertise
available and how they could
support our development
• Reviewing our data proforma
and policies

• Unconscious bias being explored
for those who recruit as a pilot
• Mapping each subsidiaries
recruitment process - to develop a
consistent approach and
best practice
• Looking into a reverse mentoring
scheme - to support succession
planning
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What’s coming next?
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Next steps
Most of these are already underway:
1. Map the as-is position
2. Review EDI policies and processes
3. Identify actions to improve EDI at Aquila
4. Implement programme of activities
5. Monitor and measure impact
6. Review and report on progress (as part of annual
reporting)
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Get in touch
• If you have other suggestions or ideas
• If you have any experience or insight to share
• The EDI update teams channel is always open and
we encourage sharing of ideas, experiences and
updates
• You can also email our chair
Beth@oaksconsultancy.co.uk or any of the EDI group

Aquila Services Group
Green Group – Biannual update
Green Group

29th April 2021

Green Group – Biannual update
Overview of this session and agenda
 In February 2020 Aquila announced its commitment to
become a carbon neutral organisation
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Use the QR code and Sli.do to tell us your thoughts

 This included the set-up of a ‘Green Group’ to drive
the initiative forward
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Sustainability in 2021

 The Green Group has been working since April 2020
to measure our footprint, develop a strategy and
programme of green activities for reducing our impact
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 This session is designed to provide all staff across
Aquila with a full update on the work completed so far
and the programme of activities to come
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Calendar of employee engagement
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Next steps and discussion

Green Group plan and programme of activities
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Sustainability in 2021 and a post covid world
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Sustainability and the green agenda –April 21
• More than 90% of CEOs say that sustainability is
fundamental for success.
• 88% of business school students think environmental
and social issues are priorities in business.
• Sustainability is a business approach to creating longterm value by taking into consideration how a given
organisation operates in the ecological, social and
economic environment.
• Developing such strategies foster company longevity.

What are the big brands doing?
• Nike have made a number of 2025 commitments including reducing
greenhouse gas emissions from their facilities by 70%, 100% of waste
diverted from landfill in extended supply chain and 25% reduction in
water use.
• Google data centres use 50% less energy than the average data
centre, divert 91% of waste from their global data centre
operations away from landfills, and empower their suppliers to use
renewable resources.
• Unilever –have committed to halving the environmental impact of the
production and use of their products as they grow their business by
2030.
• Patagonia gives 1% of its sales (not its profit, its revenue), to
environmental grants and organisations, funding everything from
local nature reserves to massive NGOs like the WWF.

Sustainability targets from Government
• Gov has updated UK target to cut emissions 78% by 2035 is
world-leading – but to hit it, action is needed now
• This amounts to a 60% reduction on today’s levels, and is
probably the strongest legally-binding target in the world.
• Experts from the CCC say it will require more electric cars,
low-carbon heating, renewable electricity and, for many,
cutting down on meat and dairy.
• What are the impacts in the housing, education and charity
sectors?

The Aquila Green Group – who we are
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Green Group – Biannual update

The Aquila Green Group – Who we are
Aquila:

Altair:

ATFS:

Oaks:

Click here for info on the Green Group: https://aquilaservicesgroup.co.uk/aquila-green-group-2020/
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Green Group plan and programme of activities
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Green Group
Phase 2 - Plan

What we’ve done

What we know

Established scope and role of Green Group
Reviewed environment policies
Mapped current initiatives
Completed initial staff engagement activities
Developed initial external profile on our
activities
 Mapped baseline carbon footprint
 Become Carbon Neutral Plus

 Baseline - Total location-based emissions are
75.08 tCO2e
 82% of emissions come from travel
 Nearly 90% of staff want us to become carbon
neutral
 Current staff rating of 5.24 (out of 10) for
Aquila being environmentally conscious







What we want to do
1.
2.
3.
4.

Achieve *% reduction and *% offset
Reduce overall tCO2e per person
Improve staff engagement scores
Achieve CO2e reduced’ and continue to
achieve ‘Carbon Neutral Plus’ status

What next?
1 – Strategy and
targets

Purpose – agree the overall strategy, where we want to get to, how to
get there and how quickly

Includes– Overall target, timescales and supporting targets

2 – Reducing
travel

Purpose – make a positive impact on reducing our carbon emissions
from travel (i.e. reduce from baseline of 61.5 tCO2e

Includes– range of initiatives to promote and embed changes in
behaviour around travel (including internal and client facing
initiatives)

3 – Employee
hearts and minds

Purpose – build and deliver an ongoing programme of employee
engagement and awareness raising activities

Includes – ‘Green Month’, Guidebook for working from home, other
activities to promote sustainability in the way we work and live and
create a climate conscious organisation and employees

4 – Systems and
processes

Purpose – ensure we have the correct systems in place to accurately
assess and monitor our impact

Includes – preparing for future mapping, proxy data for home workers,
ongoing monitoring and evaluation of this plan

5 - Marketing

Purpose – raise the profile of our activities to external stakeholders

Includes – continual updates on websites, yearly reporting, social
media etc.
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Strategy and targets
Responsibilities

Work to date

•
•

•

•
•

Creation of environmental strategy and policy.
Design Aquila environmental targets for the next 5
years.
Monitor progress against strategy.
Update environmental policy on an annual basis.

•
•

Environmental policy and strategy created and
signed off at board level.
Published on Aquila website.
Creation of operational plans to support delivery of
strategy, details set out in following sections.

Objectives and targets
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

TAR01: Reduce our overall carbon footprint by 10% per year to 2025 and offset the remaining emissions we have
not been able to reduce.
TAR02: To reduce our emissions per employee by 40%, to 1 tonne of CO2e in year 5.
TAR03: Reduce our scope 1 & 2 emissions by 40% by 2025 by adopting the initiatives set under “energy
consumption” section
TAR04: Reduce our scope 3 emissions by 40% by 2025 by adopting the initiatives set out in the “business travel”
section
TAR05: To reduce our Group energy consumption across our offices by 10% per sqm, year on year.
TAR06: To ensure all energy we procure and consume comes from renewable sources by 2025.
TAR07: Send zero waste to landfill by 2025 by maximising recycling and generation of waste in the first instance.
TAR08: Reduce waste generated per head by 2025.

Reducing travel
Responsibilities

Work to date

• Develop and implement initiatives and
policies to reduce impact through travel
Group-wide
• Promote and embed changes in
behaviour around travel (internal and
client facing)

• Analysed current travel footprint to understand
biggest emitters etc.
• Developed potential initiatives to reduce carbon
footprint
• Developed draft travel policy and employee
travel survey

Objectives and targets

Next steps

• Increase awareness of sustainable travel
options across the Group
• Reduce carbon emission from travel by
40% by 2025

• Discuss travel footprint with Group's most
frequent travellers
• Conduct options analysis of initiatives and
employee travel survey
• Create Group-wide travel policy
• Implement initiatives

Systems and processes
Responsibilities

Work to date

• Evidence Aquila’s environmental impact
through carbon footprinting and other KPIs.
• Design and improve systems & processes to
capture carbon footprint data.

• Collected and analysed data for Aquila’s
first carbon audit (2019/20).
• Established more detailed travel expense
claim information requirements.

Objectives and targets

Next steps

• Apply learning from 2019/20 carbon audit
to ensure the next audit is a smoother and
simpler process.
• Ensure further accuracy of data collection
for future carbon mapping.
• Gather data about energy use and waste in
offices.

• New expense management system to
incorporate travel information more easily.
• Collect and analyse new data for Aquila's
2020/21 carbon footprint.
• Consider increasing scope of data capture,
to include home workers’ carbon footprint and
recording office waste and materials
purchased.

Employee Hearts and Minds
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Calendar of engagement activities
Sign up to the next
team competition:
May’s Race to
Land’s End – scan
the code below:

Next steps and discussion
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Green Group
Next steps

Key next steps for the Green Group are:
1. Map carbon footprint for 2020/21 – May – June 2020
2. Monitor our targets against the Environmental Strategy – ongoing, every 6
months
3. Review of first year of work – April – May 2021
4. Continue to implement a programme of initiatives and engagement activities
to increase awareness and reduce the impact of the group.
5. Report on progress (as part of annual reporting) – June / July 2020
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Get in touch
• Other suggestions and ideas welcome
• The Green updates teams channel is always open
and we encourage sharing of ideas, experiences
and updates – while we are all apart, please use it to
engage with others
• You can also email our Chair
Jennifer.Rolison@altairltd.co.uk or any of the Green
Group

